Rabbit to Rabbit Advisory
Guidelines for Demoing Stoner Fluxx
by Kristin "Mama Rabbit" Looney

Don't forget:
• For adults only!
• Respect the
opinions of others
• Set aside the 5
message cards
• Remove the 4 cards
with warning labels
• Enjoy yourself!

This game is a little different from our other games and special care should be taken when
you demo it to the public. It's political and controversial, hence there will be some people
who do not want to help us promote it. That's ok. If they manage the store or run the
convention, they get to decide what to promote. Please respect this and put your Stoner
Fluxx deck away. Demonstrate one of our other games instead.
That said, please don't hide Stoner Fluxx just because it is controversial. You do not have to
smoke pot to enjoy this game and to help us promote it. If you agree that the war on pot
smokers needs to end, please play this game and enjoy it! It's just like Fluxx, with a few
interesting new twists and a set of marijuana themed Keepers and Goals. And there is an
extra goal—a meta goal for the game at large—to get the conversation started about Drug
Peace among every day Americans. So please play it with people and ask them to join us in
calling for an end to the hurtful war on drugs. Peace is the much better answer.
PLEASE NOTE: Stoner Fluxx is clearly labeled for Adults. This game and the conversation
surrounding it is not for kids. If you expect you might get children at your demo, please
bring another rabbit who can keep them playing regular Fluxx or any of our other games, if
you plan to demo Stoner Fluxx. You don't have to hide it in the back room and pretend it
doesn't exist, but you shouldn't be doing demos of this game for children.

Running Your Demo of Stoner Fluxx
1) Remove the five special message cards (not including the "It's my turn" card) and set them
aside with the tuck box. You don't need to do anything with these cards at all, but if the
conversation of Drug Peace does get started at your demo table, you can let your friend Andy
Looney address the subject for you by passing around these cards.
2) Also be SURE to remove the four cards with the WARNING labels. These cards include
two New Rules: Weed Bonus and Toking Area, and two Actions: Everybody Toke, and Toke!
These cards should never be included in the deck when you play this game in public (unless
you are in a coffeeshop in Amsterdam). PLEASE REMEMBER: It is currently still illegal to
smoke pot. Even if you do occasionally play this game in private with these four cards
included, it is not advisable to admit to it in public. Just set these 4 cards aside, and don't talk
about them.
3) Start playing Fluxx!
Thank You for being a Mad Lab Rabbit!
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Please remember, just because you are a Looney Labs Mad Lab Rabbit you should NOT feel
any obligation to demo this game, regardless of your own opinions about pot and the drug
war. Demo it if you want but skip it if you don't. The choice of what to demo is always yours.
Also please remember that it is not necessary to have ever smoked pot, or to do so when the
laws change, to object to the drug war. The American government is waging war on millions
of their own citizens. It's time for change. It's time for Drug Peace. By publishing this game,
we are trying to get the conversation started and raise money for organizations who are
working hard to change the drug laws.

Thank you for helping us try to change the world!

